








Oasis Pool, from Hours between Sleep, 2016, archival print on Hahnemiihle Photo Rag paper 

told her stories about patupaiarehe: about going hunting 

and being swept into their mist; about their tricks, their 

laughter, the footprints they left; about them taking a child, 

but returning her, leaving her in the hollow of a tree trunk. 

Patupaiarehe are ambiguous figures. It's been argued 

tl1at Maori may have confused Abel Tasman's crew for 

patupaiarehe when they clashed in 1642. Another name 

for patupaiarehe is 'pakehakeha', a possible source for 

the word 'Pakeha'. Today, some claim that patupaiarehe 

were early Europeans who discovered New Zealand before 

Polynesians. Ranginui dismisses such theories as "full of 

shit", "exploiting our stories against us", but knows they 

go with the territory. 

Ranginui's six images feature two stunning young 

redheads, a man and a woman, who consort with mist 

(special effects generated by a smoke machine and a 

vape). Mist accompanies them and shrouds them, but 

their relationship with it isn't clear. Do they produce it or 

draw it towards them? In one image, the woman stands 

on a low block wall, marking the edge of someone's 

property. Is she a trespasser? Is she a sleepwalker? A puff 

of smoke is perfectly framed between her face and the 

white guttering and downpipe on the brick house behind 

her. We are witnesses to a spooky irruption in an otherwise 

nondescript suburban scene - although its magic has 

everything to do with the camera's position. 

This series was also shot in Gonville and Castlecliff 

(even though patupaiarehe supposedly live deep in the 

forest, away from people) and in daylight (though they are 

nocturnal). Now, it would seem, those fairies are out and 

about, living among us; hiding in plain sight, passing for 

mortal. In the artist's backyard, they play in her dinghy, as 

if it were a Viking longship. To scramble matters further, 

the titles of the photographs encompass Maori and Norse 

references. Tipua and Taniwha refer to Maori goblins and 

water demons. Niflheim and Sleepthom refer to Norse 

myth - to the primordial world of mist and to a device for 

dispatching people to the land of nod. Ranginui herself 

boasts Norwegian Viking heritage, on her Maori side. 

Patupaiarehe may be part of Maori tradition, an 

expression of a Maori mindset, but within it they already 

represent an inscrutable, enigmatic other. Ranginui's 

pictures don't explain anything about them. Here, they 

could be benign or malevolent, cute or deadly, pathetic 

or powerful. They are floating signifiers, magnets for 

conflicting desires, while their own desires remain a 

mystery. I'm reminded of Bill Hammond's famous bird

people, who are at once birds and people - the birds 

who preceded people, the Maori who came after, and 

tl1e colonists who followed them - in a Mi:ibius strip of 

self and other. 

These contrasting series - Hours between Sleep and 

Tua o Ttiwauwau - read through and past each other like 

night and day: one is light and theatrical, the other dark 

and brooding. In one, the photographer observes nocturnal 

fringe dwellers, displaced, getting about in daylight. She 

asks: what do they want? In the other, she is herself 

a fringe dweller, out of sorts, wandering about when 

she should be in her bed. We ask: what does she want? 

Tia Ranginui is one to watch. 
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